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The New Dance Group – A History 

The New Dance Group was formed in February, 1932, by Miriam Blecher and Nadia Chilkovsky along 

with Fanya Geltman, Edith Langbert, Rebecca Rosenberg, Edna Ocko, Pauline Schrifman, and Grace 

Whylie, who were studying at the Mary Wigman School in New York City under Hanya Holm.  Hanya 

Holm, one of the pioneers of Modern Dance, came to America from Germany because of political unrest 

there that ultimately led to World War II and the atrocities of the Holocaust.  Germany, however, was 

not the only country experiencing social difficulties in the 1930s.  America was in the throes of a great 

economic depression causing mass unemployment across the country.  Racism against African 

Americans permeated American culture.  There also was a severe drought that affected farmers in the 

south and west of the country.  Across the Atlantic, in Russia, people were experiencing revolution and 

the rise of socialism.  In Spain, there was a civil war. 

Deeply affected by the global unrest, the artists that eventually became affiliated with the New Dance 

Group made social issues and human injustices such as these the motivators for their work.  In fact, the 

first rule stated by the founding women of the New Dance Group was that “one must dance on subjects 

which concerned them personally, and in a clear, almost simplistic manner: one necessary to reach a 

mass audience.”  The arts were to serve society as informers of injustice and provide a forum for open 

presentation of social concerns. 

At the outset, the New Dance Group had no permanent home but moved from studio to studio.  In the 

1930s, students and teachers came to the Group from the professional dance community each 

contributing his/her unique talents to the program.  The school offered a wide variety of dance styles 

that included the modern techniques of Wigman and Holm (German modern dance), Dalcroze (French), 

Graham, Duncan, Humphrey Weidman (American), Folk, Hindu, and other ethnic forms as well as 

children’s classes and recreation and social dances.  Students were formed, according to ability, into 

groups of 30.  Classes included one hour of technique, one hour of improvisation using a social theme, 

and one hour of discussion about social theory whereby dancers would help raise consciousness.  Great 

importance was laid in the creation of new work, which all were expected to create, that focused on a 

single issue such as unemployment, hunger, poverty, or racism.  The cooperative structure of the group 

allowed each artist to explore a wide variety of movement in the quest to find an individual voice. 

The New Dance Group welcomed students from all social classes and, because of a low cost fee of only 

10 cents a class, were able to attract talented people who otherwise might not have had the 

opportunity to dance.  Many of the dancers at New Dance Group came from working class immigrant 

families.  They knew well the struggles of growing up in crowded ethnic sections of a large city and the 

unpleasant social problems they struggled through.  They realized immediately that if dance was to be 

accessible for all, classes had to be affordable to all.  The atmosphere of the Group was intercultural and 

interracial.  Their doors were open to everyone.  In fact, the New Dance Group was the first organization 

to open its doors to African Americans as artistic equals.  Prior to this, it was not possible for an African 

American to find a place to take a dance class. 
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The first dance recital of the Group took place on March 26, 1933.  Titles of the works performed 

included Strike, Uprisings, Hunger, and War Trilogy.  The New Dance Group was a great success and by 

the end of the first year had a membership of over 300.  Success afforded the Group an invitation to join 

a larger umbrella organization called the Workers Dance League, which was a cooperative organization 

that helped new dance organizations to pool their resources for performance opportunities and other 

common activities.  The newly united groups branched out to offer classes to all kinds of 

industrial/factory workers engaged in the new industries of the North.  They were joining the newly 

formed labor unions in order to provide workers with recreational activities that also combine dance 

(art).  In this manner, dance could be brought to all people.  These amateur dancers would become the 

new audiences for their art.  Group members were “motivated by the concept that dance has a 

contribution to make to everyone at every level.” 

Throughout the 1930s, the New Dance Group flourished as a school and performing organization which 

led in the 1940s to the group becoming a non-profit organization maintaining its own studios.  Its 

purpose as stated in the articles of incorporation is “to foster the art of dancing and particularly the art 

of modern dance technique; to maintain and operate a school for training and instruction in modern 

dance techniques and other forms of dancing; to financially aid and assist in the development of the 

literature, history and technique of various forms of dancing; to promote a more general appreciation 

and comprehension of the cultural significance and value of the art of dancing.” 

During the mid-fifties, the New Dance Group became a popular meeting place for black dancers, and 

connections made there helped young African American artists find work.  Donald Mckayle, Pearl 

Primus, Katherine Dunham, Alvin Ailey, Asadata Dafora, Carmen De Lavallade, Talley Beatty, and Arthur 

Mitchell all contributed to the New Dance Group and were supported by the productions 

choreographed there.  Also by the 1950s the school had grown to an enrollment of 300 children and 

1000 adults taking 1800 classes a week. 

In the 1960s and 1970s changing trends toward a new “post modern” dance caused attendance to drop 

at the school and a period of financial difficulty followed.  Some classes were suspended but the support 

for presenting new work continued, including the support for two new dance companies. 

The New Dance Group, now called the New Dance Group Arts Center, still exists today and continues to 

influence many lives.  A former student, Marcia Bender, described her experience with the Group in a 

Dance Magazine article from 1958: 

“My education in this studio was not only in dance, it was an education in living.  I became involved in 

experiences that were not ends in themselves but rather, a means of expression, moving out in many 

directions.  I learned how many infinite things could be discovered; I danced to a poem or a folk song.  I 

looked at a painting and analyzed it with movement.  And I danced about men, I danced about war.  And 

I learned about peace…”  (Dance Magazine, July, 1958) 


